Projection-reconstruction technique for speeding up multidimensional NMR spectroscopy.
The acquisition of multidimensional NMR spectra can be speeded up by a large factor by a projection-reconstruction method related to a technique used in X-ray scanners. The information from a small number of plane projections is used to recreate the full multidimensional spectrum in the familiar format. Projections at any desired angle of incidence are obtained by Fourier transformation of time-domain signals acquired when two or more evolution intervals are incremented simultaneously at different rates. The new technique relies on an established Fourier transform theorem that relates time-domain sections to frequency-domain projections. Recent developments in NMR instrumentation, such as increased resolution and sensitivity, make fast methods for data gathering much more practical for protein and RNA research. Hypercomplex Fourier transformation generates projections in symmetrically related pairs that provide two independent "views" of the spectrum. A new reconstruction algorithm is proposed, based on the inverse Radon transform. Examples are presented of three- and four-dimensional NMR spectra of nuclease A inhibitor reconstructed by this technique with significant savings in measurement time.